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Guam is the westernmost U.S. territory in the Indo-Pacific region and is home to about 170,000 U.S. citizens. The U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) owns about 25% of the land on Guam and maintains a force of about 6,400 active-duty servicemembers on the island. Guam’s geographic position—it is closer to Beijing than to Hawaii—gives it an important role in national defense for supporting air and naval operations in the western Pacific region. The island’s location also places it within range of nuclear-capable missiles maintained by the militaries of the People’s Republic of China and North Korea.

DOD is planning to make additional investment in military infrastructure on Guam and to increase the number of servicemembers on the island. DOD’s five-year plan outlined in the Future Years Defense Program (FYDP) calls for spending about $7.3 billion on Military Construction on the island from FY2024 through FY2028. The Missile Defense Agency is planning an additional $1.7 billion to implement an integrated missile defense system on Guam. The Marine Corps is planning to move 5,000 Marines currently stationed in Okinawa, Japan, to a new Marine Corps Base on Guam that opened in 2020. DOD may need to move additional servicemembers to Guam to support a new missile defense system, expanded ship repair facilities and other military activities. Congress and DOD also face questions about Guam’s civilian infrastructure – electricity, roads, water, housing – that affect U.S. military readiness on the island.

Congress and DOD face numerous decisions during the next five years about force posture and infrastructure investments on Guam. These decisions may impact broader defense strategies throughout the Indo-Pacific Command (INDOPACOM) Area of Operations. The interrelated and evolving variables affecting DOD plans for Guam include the military services’ warfighting strategies and doctrines, the military capability and strategies of adversaries in the INDOPACOM region, relationships with allies and access to overseas bases in friendly countries, and tradeoffs involving investment decisions in other regions of the world.

Related oversight issues for Congress may include:

- Policies and investment strategies related to the defense of Guam, including missile defense programs.
- Prioritization of funding for investment in military and civilian infrastructure.
- Oversight of DOD strategy, force structure, and basing decisions for military units on Guam.
- Policies and funding related to civil-military relationship between DOD and residents of Guam.
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Introduction

Congress is facing a host of defense-related policy, budgetary, and oversight issues regarding Guam. Annual budget authorizations and appropriations are likely to be setting priorities for an infrastructure build-up—construction spending on the island is projected to peak in FY2025. The U.S. government faces unresolved force structure decisions about Guam that could affect U.S. alliances and military strategy in the Indo-Pacific region. An increase in military presence and activity on Guam may raise domestic policy issues and oversight requirements to mitigate strain on the island’s civilian infrastructure as well as to maintain support for the U.S. military among the residents of Guam. These policies involve many interrelated and evolving variables, and implementing them could require congressional direction or oversight to ensure effective coordination within the Department of Defense (DOD) and across the federal government.

This report provides information about existing military infrastructure, units, and personnel on Guam (including missile defense), and outlines the island’s role in national security strategy in the Indo-Pacific region. The report provides information about funding and development of an expanded missile defense program for Guam and examines Guam-related issues and oversight questions for Congress. The report provides an overview of selected challenges and issues related to Guam’s role in DOD’s execution of the current National Defense Strategy and provides a summary of some complex issues. These include the technology underlying the missile defense system planned for Guam, unresolved issues related to plans for moving thousands of U.S. Marines from Okinawa to Guam, and the potential military dynamics of a 21st-century great power conflict in a Pacific theater. National security issues of military strategy, force posture, and readiness across the broader Indo-Pacific region are beyond the scope of this report. (For regional issues, see CRS Report R47589, U.S. Defense Infrastructure in the Indo-Pacific: Background and Issues for Congress, by Luke A. Nicastro.)

Background

Guam is the westernmost U.S. territory in the Pacific, located more than 3,300 nautical miles west of Hawaii. The island, approximately 30 miles long, is part of the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI), an unincorporated U.S. territory.1 A nonvoting Delegate represents the territory in the U.S. House of Representatives. The U.S. military owns about 25% of the land on Guam and maintains a force of about 6,400 active-duty servicemembers on the island (Table 1).2 Senior military leaders have emphasized the significant role Guam plays in U.S. national security strategy.3 Since 2011, the U.S. military has sharpened its focus on the Pacific region, in part by increasing military infrastructure investment and forward-deployed

---

assets on Guam. Due primarily to its geography—Guam is closer to Beijing than to Hawaii—the island plays an important role supporting U.S. naval and air operations in the Pacific region (Figure 1). U.S. Indo-Pacific Command (INDOPACOM) leaders say the island is important for the command’s strategy to provide presence, deterrence, and power projection in the region. In May 2022, Navy Admiral John C. Aquilino, Commander of INDOPACOM, testified that “Guam’s strategic importance is difficult to overstate.”

Senior Department of Defense officials have also said Guam’s location and strategic value makes it vulnerable to attack. Guam is within range of some Chinese and North Korean ballistic and nuclear-capable missile systems, including the Chinese People’s Liberation Army’s DF-21 ballistic missile (which some China-based media reports have dubbed the “Guam killer”). To defend Guam against missile attack, the U.S. Missile Defense Agency (MDA) is developing and constructing an air and missile defense system on the island and MDA officials say some components of a new missile defense system may be operational by the end of FY2024.

Some analysts argue that the effective defense of Guam is critical to deterring the People’s Republic of China (PRC or China) from military action against Taiwan. One analyst described Guam as an “indispensable strategic hub for the United States” that “allows the United States to successfully project power within the Indo-Pacific region and so makes credible U.S. security commitments to key US allies located there.” While the United States has thousands of servicemembers based in Japan and South Korea, questions remain about whether the governments of Japan and South Korea would provide full cooperation and support for offensive

---

7 For example, then-INDOPACOM Commander and Navy Admiral Philip Davidson testified before the Senate Committee on Armed Services that, “Guam is a target today. It needs to be defended, and it needs to be prepared for the threats that will come in the future, because [it’s] clear to me that Guam is not just a place that we believe that we can fight from, as we have for many decades. We are going to have to fight for it in order to be able to do that..” For more information, see Senate Committee on Armed Services, “United States Indo-Pacific Command,” hearing video, March 9, 2021, at https://www.armed-services.senate.gov/hearings/21-03-09-united-states-indo-pacific-command. See also Mark Montgomery, Riki Ellison and Bradley Bowman, “Guam Needs Better Missile Defenses—Urgently,” Defense One, May 23, 2022, at https://www.defenseone.com/ideas/2022/05/guam-needs-better-missile-defensesurgently/367275/.
U.S. military operations in the event of a conflict over Taiwan. GUAM could be a target for a PRC military strike in the event of a conflict in Taiwan, a strike that the PRC military may intend as an effort to slow or limit the U.S. military’s ability to operate in the western Pacific.

Guam frequently host U.S. military engagements with allies in the Pacific region. In April 2023, the United States hosted a two-week joint military exercise in Guam with military units from Japan, Korea, India, and Canada. Reportedly, some Taiwanese troops have participated in urban combat training with the U.S. Marines on Guam. The Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF) has deployed units to Andersen Air Force Base for training. The RSAF is planning to base a permanent rotational presence of fighter jets (F-15SGs, F-16C/Ds and possible F-35Bs) starting in 2029. Coordination between the U.S. Air Force and the RSAF was ongoing in August 2022.

---


13 “PLA plans are built around the expectation that it could eventually neutralize Guam, denying US forces the logistics and basing hub needed to sustain air and naval operations in defense of, for example, Taiwan.” See Bryan Clark, “Defending Guam,” Hudson Institute, July 2022, p. 14, at https://isi-live.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/defendingguamjuly2022.pdf.


18 Based on CRS correspondence with Air Force officials, September 12, 2022 on file with the author.

19 Based on CRS correspondence with Air Force officials, September 12, 2022 on file with the author.
Guam’s Role in the Indo-Pacific Region

Military infrastructure on Guam provides a springboard for U.S. and allied military operations in the western Pacific, particularly for areas where military planners assess that major conflict could arise (such as Taiwan, the South China Sea, or the Korean Peninsula).\textsuperscript{20} The island’s airfields and fuel storage facilities could support U.S. bomber aircraft or tanker aircraft for missions to refuel the combat aircraft operating over the western Pacific or littoral regions.\textsuperscript{21} U.S. submarines operating from Guam could be important for countering PRC surface navy fleets and keeping shipping lanes open.\textsuperscript{22} Guam could support land-based aircraft for anti-submarine warfare (e.g., the use of P-8 Poseidon maritime surveillance aircraft to identify and target PRC submarines). U.S. Marines could use Guam as a hub for launching operations and establishing expeditionary bases on islands and shorelines throughout the region. Guam provides an outpost for a variety of sensors, missile defense systems, electronic warfare capabilities and satellite network systems that support U.S. military operations across the region. The island could also provide logistical support for humanitarian assistance and disaster relief and security cooperation. As one analyst


\textsuperscript{21} Based on CRS correspondence with Air Force officials, September 12, 2022 on file with the author.

described, “Guam would be the gas station, repair shop, and command center for US naval and air forces during a confrontation with the [Chinese] People’s Liberation Army.”

DOD is executing a multi-year infrastructure buildup on Guam and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI); overall spending plans for Military Construction (MILCON) on the island between Fiscal Year (FY) 2015 and FY2028 total more than $10 billion (Figure 3). This includes enhancing Navy and Air Force infrastructure to support air and sea operations; the construction of a new Marine Corps base that is expected to garrison about 5,000 Marines; and installation of a new missile defense system and support for the personnel needed to operate the missile defense system.

In the event of a conflict, U.S. military forces on Guam may operate in coordination with U.S. forces permanently stationed in Japan and Korea. Guam provides U.S. forces with a safer distance when compared with bases in Japan or South Korea, which are within range of more PRC or North Korean weapons systems. That safety comes with a trade-off, as U.S. forces based in Guam may have more limited effectiveness and response times when seeking to confront or deter PRC or North Korean military forces in the western Pacific or littoral regions. Guam’s status as a U.S. territory may also provide an added level of political reliability, compared to allied governments such as Japan, South Korea, and the Philippines, whose acceptance of U.S. forces mounting offensive operations from their territories in the event of a regional conflict may be uncertain.

**Military Infrastructure in Guam**

DOD owns about 25% of the land on Guam (Figure 2). Several major MILCON projects are underway or planned, with Marine Corps facilities in particular slated to expand significantly.

---


24 DOD budget execution data and Future Years Defense Program plans provided to CRS by the DOD Under Secretary of Defense Comptroller’s office, May 2023. For more information about the MILCON programs and funding mechanisms, see CRS Report R44710, *Military Construction: Authorities and Processes*, by Andrew Tilghman.


27 See for example, Kiyoshi Sugawa, “Should Japan Defend Taiwan?”, Responsible Statecraft, May 2023, at https://responsiblestatecraft.org/2023/05/02/should-japan-defend-taiwan/.
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Figure 2. U.S. Military Installations in Guam

Note: Map includes DOD installations and does not depict U.S. Coast Guard installations, which are administered by the Department of Homeland Security. Date of map: 7/5/2023.
Military Construction Funding on Guam

Congress appropriated more than $3.4 billion for MILCON projects on Guam between FY2015 and FY2023 (Figure 3). DOD has indicated plans to request an additional $7.3 billion for MILCON for the five-year period from FY2024 through FY2028.28 MILCON spending on Guam is expected to peak in FY2025, as major construction for the planned missile defense system is executed.

DOD has indicated that its ability to execute construction projects on Guam is hampered in part by a labor shortage, which is also a factor contributing to rising construction costs in Guam.29 Admiral Aquilino testified that “current military construction demands require a workforce more than three times as large as what currently exists in Guam. Anticipated levels of future military construction will further exacerbate consistent labor shortages that have already left private construction projects unable to meet their baseline needs.”30

Figure 3. Military Construction Funding for Guam and Northern Mariana Islands

FY2015 to FY2023 funding ($ billions)

Source: CRS graphic based on data from DOD Comptroller and CRS analysis.

Notes: Data for FY2015 through FY2023 reflect Military Construction (MILCON) appropriations of enacted budgets and budget execution adjustments as reported by the DOD Comptroller; FY2024 numbers reflect the President’s Budget Request; FY2025 – FY2028 reflect Future Years Defense Program as reported by the DOD Comptroller; budget numbers exclude family housing construction, Government of Japan funding, and planning and design accounts.

28 Data regarding FY2024 through FY2028 was provided to CRS by the Department of Defense Office of the Comptroller.
30 Ibid.
In December 2023, Congress directed DOD to provide a report to the congressional defense committees on future construction requirements for Guam and the Northern Marianas Islands. The report is to include projected construction costs and projected sustainment costs through 2030.

DOD Personnel on Guam

DOD reports a total of 11,616 personnel on Guam, including active-duty servicemembers, reservists, and civilian employees (see Table 1). The numbers do not include contractors or personnel deployed to Guam on temporary duty.

Table 1. DOD Personnel on Guam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOD Component</th>
<th>Active Component</th>
<th>Reserve Component</th>
<th>Civilian</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Army</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>1,657</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>2,049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force/Space Force</td>
<td>2,250</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>3,333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>3,825</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>1,350</td>
<td>5,352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Corps</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other DOD Components</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6,417</td>
<td>2,482</td>
<td>2,717</td>
<td>11,616</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: DOD, Defense Manpower Data Center. The table reflects data in the most recent report available from March 2023; however, updated data for the Army active component and Army reserve components were not available in the March 2023 report, so the data for those components included in this table are drawn from a prior report, September 2022. Reserve component totals reflect both National Guard and reserve component service members. Reports are available at https://dwp.dmdc.osd.mil/dwp/app/dod-data-reports/workforce-reports.

Note:


Military Command Structure and Major Commands in Guam

Joint Region Marianas

INDOPACOM headquarters in Hawaii exercises command and control for joint forces operating in its area of responsibility. Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force units frequently visit Guam for

---


32 Ibid.

33 DOD, Defense Manpower Data Center. The table reflects data in the most recent report available from March 2023; however, updated data for the Army active component and Army reserve components were not available in the March 2023 report, so the data for the Army active component and Army reserve components included in this table are drawn from a prior report, September 2022. Reserve component totals reflect both National Guard and reserve component service members. Reports are available at https://dwp.dmdc.osd.mil/dwp/app/dod-data-reports/workforce-reports.
logistics support and training exercises. Support and management of the military installations on Guam is provided through Joint Region Marianas (JRM), a joint command structure established in 2009 to combine regional Navy, Marine Corps, Army, and Air Force facilities under a single command. JRM also includes the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI), where DOD is planning to develop military infrastructure on the island of Tinian. The Navy is the lead service for the command; JRM is supported by Commander, Navy Installations Command (CNIC), and Naval Facilities and Engineering Command (NAVFAC). The JRM Commander is a Navy Rear Admiral (Lower Half), who also serves as INDOPACOM’s Senior Military Official for Guam, CNMI, the Federated States of Micronesia, and the Republic of Palau. The JRM deputy commander is an Air Force Brigadier General, who also serves as the Commander of Andersen Air Force Base and the 36th Wing. The Air Force, Marine Corps, and Army National Guard components retain day-to-day command over their respective sites.

In 2021, JRM issued a new Joint Base Memorandum of Agreement, which transferred some installation support functions for Andersen Air Force base from the joint command to the Air Force. Some Air Force stakeholders have expressed concern about JRM’s joint basing command structure, and one stated “the joint basing construct on Guam has impacted readiness and power projection due to critical infrastructure and improvement project prioritization by the lead service.”

Selected Units in Guam

CRS has identified, through publicly available sources, at least 46 military units permanently based on the island. CRS does not purport to provide a definitive list of all military units that may be permanently or temporarily based on the island. The units CRS identified include:

**Naval Base Guam**

**Subcommand Units and Tenants**

- Navy Expeditionary Forces Command Pacific (CTF-75)
- Submarine Squadron 15 (COMSUBRON-15)
  - USS *Annapolis* (SSN 760)
  - USS *Ashville* (SSN 758)
  - USS *Jefferson City* (SSN 759)
  - USS *Key West* (SSN 722)
  - USS *Springfield* (SSN 761)
- USS Frank Cable (AS-40)
- USS Emory S. Land (AS-39)

---

34 Joint Region Marianas Command, official history page, at https://jrm.cnic.navy.mil/About/History/.
37 Based on CRS correspondence with Air Force officials, September 12, 2022 on file with the author.
• Naval Special Warfare Group One - Detachment Guam (SEALS)
• 30th Naval Construction Regiment
• Naval Mobile Construction Battalion (NMCB)
• Military Sealift Command Ship Support Unit Guam
• Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit Five (EODMU-5)
• Navy Munitions Command Unit East Asia Division (NMC EAD), Unit Guam
• Naval Airborne Weapons Maintenance Unit One (NAWMU-1)
• Maritime Expeditionary Security Group One (MESG-1), Detachment Guam
• Naval Communications Station, Guam
• Naval Facilities Engineering Systems Command Marianas
• Naval Computer and Telecommunication Station Guam (NCTS)
• HQ Joint Region Marianas

Andersen Air Force Base

Subcommand Units and Tenants

• 36th Wing
  • 36th Operations Group
  • 36th Mission Support Group
  • 36th Maintenance Group and Squadron
  • 36th Medical Group
  • 36th Contingency Response Group and Squadron
  • 36th Maintenance Squadron
  • 36th Civil Engineer Squadron
  • 36th Communications Squadron
  • 36th Contracting Squadron
  • 36th Force Support Squadron
  • 36th Logistics Readiness Squadron
  • 736th Security Forces Squadron
• 734th Air Mobility Support Squadron
• 4th Regional Support Group
• Task Force Talon (THAAD capabilities)
• 21st Space Operations Squadron Detachment 2
• Air Force Office of Special Investigations Detachment 602
• Navy Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron Two Five (HSC-25)
• 554th Red Horse Squadron

39 Ibid. Also see 36th Wing at Andersen Air Force Base, at https://www.andersen.af.mil/About-Us/Fact-Sheets/Display/Article/414606/36th-wing/.

40 The Terminal High Altitude Area Defense system, known as THAAD, is a missile defense system that provides ground-based missile interceptors.
Other Military Units on Guam

- Marine Corps Camp Ben Blaz
- Naval Hospital Guam
- Army 3rd Battalion, 196th Infantry Brigade, Guam Army National Guard
- Naval Facilities Command Marianas
- Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) Indo-Pacific

Selected Military Infrastructure- and Readiness-Related Matters on Guam

U.S. Naval Forces and Infrastructure on Guam

Naval Base Guam in Apra Harbor operates a port that can accommodate the largest Navy warships, including aircraft carriers. Within the harbor, Polaris Point Submarine Base is the homeport for five *Los Angeles*-class nuclear-powered fast attack submarines, which are considered valuable for their ability to penetrate opponents’ defenses.\(^41\) In the event of a conflict, submarines and their crews are trained and equipped to potentially sink enemy surface ships, break a maritime blockade, disrupt an amphibious assault, or prevent resupply of enemy positions.\(^42\)

In 2022, the Navy increased the number of attack submarines homeported at Guam to five submarines, up from three or four at various times during the past decade.\(^43\) The Navy is also reportedly considering whether to eventually base some *Virginia*-class submarines in Guam.\(^44\) Also based in Guam are two Navy tender ships, which are surface vessels that provide support and services for the submarines’ forward-deployed operations.\(^45\)

The Navy’s ship maintenance capabilities on Guam are limited, as some facilities were closed during the 1995 Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) process.\(^46\) A floating drydock—a trough-shaped structure used to lift ships out of the water for repairs—was removed in 2016.\(^47\)

---

\(^41\) Los Angeles-class submarines are powered by a nuclear reactor and can be equipped with missiles or torpedoes and intelligence-gathering equipment. Virginia-class submarines are newer, slightly larger than the Los Angeles-Class submarines and equipped with newer technologies. For more information, see CRS Report RL32418, *Navy Virginia (SSN-774) Class Attack Submarine Procurement: Background and Issues for Congress*, by Ronald O’Rourke.

\(^42\) Ibid.


Navy-owned ship repair facility was closed in 2018.\textsuperscript{48} However, the Navy reports that it is working to enhance the maintenance capabilities on the island by creating a new detachment from the Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and Intermediate Maintenance Facility.\textsuperscript{49} In October 2022, the Navy awarded a $16.9 million contract for architectural and engineering services to build a submarine repair pier at Polaris Point Submarine Base in Guam, and that work is scheduled for completion in September 2024.\textsuperscript{50} The detachment may be operational by 2025 and is expected to include about 400 permanently assigned military personnel.\textsuperscript{51}

The Marine Corps has pointed to the naval base on Guam as an intermediate staging base to support its Expeditionary Advanced Base Operations (EABO) concept, which was developed for possible conflict scenarios in the western Pacific.\textsuperscript{52} That concept would rely on dozens of small, fast Landing Ship Mediums—until recently known as the Light Amphibious Warship (LAW)—a future Navy ship intended to support the Marines Corps’ amphibious landing operations.\textsuperscript{53} Under current Navy plans, the first Landing Ship Mediums may join the fleet in 2028.\textsuperscript{54} The Navy has not yet determined whether Landing Ship Mediums would be homeported at Guam or elsewhere.

### U.S. Marine Corps Forces and Infrastructure on Guam

The Marine Corps has been present on Guam almost continuously since 1899.\textsuperscript{55} The major Marine facility on Guam is Marine Corps Base Camp Blaz, which was activated on October 1, 2020,\textsuperscript{56} and is the first new Marine Corps base activated since 1952.\textsuperscript{57} Currently, the commanding officer for Camp Blaz is a Marine colonel; in March 2023, there were about 135 Marines


\textsuperscript{54} For more information, see CRS Report R46374, \textit{Navy Medium Landing Ship (LSM) (Previously Light Amphibious Warship [LAW]) Program: Background and Issues for Congress}, by Ronald O'Rourke.


\textsuperscript{57} Camp Blaz is named in honor of the late Brigadier General Vicente “Ben” Tomas Garrido Blaz, the first minority general officer in the Marine Corps and highest-ranking indigenous Chamorro to have served in the Marines. After his retirement from the Marines, he served four terms as Guam’s Delegate to the U.S. House of Representatives.
permanently assigned to the island. In April 2023, the base had no tenant commands or subcommands, but Marine rotational units were using some of the newly constructed buildings.

Following a 2012 agreement with Japan, the United States committed to transferring approximately 5,000 Marines from Okinawa to Guam. The agreement came amid growing Japanese public opposition and safety concerns regarding Marine Corps Air Station Futenma in Okinawa. A Marine Corps official stated that Marines and their families will begin moving from Okinawa to Guam in 2024. Following a 2012 agreement with Japan, the United States committed to transferring approximately 5,000 Marines from Okinawa to Guam. Relocated forces are expected to include a Marine Expeditionary Brigade (MEB) command element, a Marine Infantry Regiment, a Combat Logistics Battalion, and an Air Combat Element. Reportedly, about 1,500 Marine Corps family members are also to be relocated to Guam. Congress has appropriated more than $1.7 billion for Marine Corps military construction on Guam and CNMI since FY2015 (see Figure 4).

In total, the Marines’ Guam realignment is estimated to cost about $8.7 billion, with about $3.1 billion being paid for by the Japanese government.

---


59 CRS correspondence with Marine Corps on April 26, 2023, on file with author.

60 For additional information, see CRS In Focus IF10672, U.S. Military Presence on Okinawa and Realignment to Guam, by Emma Chanlett-Avery, Christopher T. Mann, and Joshua A. Williams.


63 Ibid.


65 See CRS In Focus IF10672, U.S. Military Presence on Okinawa and Realignment to Guam, by Emma Chanlett-Avery, Christopher T. Mann, and Joshua A. Williams.
Figure 4. Marine Corps Military Construction Funding for Guam and Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Funding FY2015 to FY2023 ($millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marine Corps Military Construction on Guam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$100$</td>
<td>$100$</td>
<td>$100$</td>
<td>$100$</td>
<td>$100$</td>
<td>$100$</td>
<td>$100$</td>
<td>$100$</td>
<td>$100$</td>
<td>$100$</td>
<td>$100$</td>
<td>$100$</td>
<td>$100$</td>
<td>$100$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CRS graphic based on Office of the Under Secretary of Defense, Comptroller.

Notes: Data for FY2015 through FY2023 reflect Military Construction (MILCON) appropriations of enacted budgets and budget execution adjustments as reported by the DOD Comptroller; FY2024 numbers reflect the President’s Budget Request; FY2025–FY2028 reflect Future Years Defense Program as reported by the DOD Comptroller; budget numbers exclude family housing construction, Government of Japan funding, and planning and design accounts.

On the parcel of land known as Andersen South, the Marine Corps is nearing completion on the Skaggs Urban Training Complex, where Marines will be able to train for Military Operations in Urbanized Terrain (MOUT). The $176 million training center was scheduled for completion by July 2023. Construction has been delayed in part due to archeological findings in the area. The training facility is being built on the site of an abandoned housing complex, and new construction aims to make the terrain more urban, with a mock embassy facility included. It is to have two landing zones and accommodate training for squad to battalion-sized units. Training there may include personnel insertion and extraction, embassy reinforcement, combat maneuver training such as hand grenade and breaching exercises, urban troop maneuvers, vehicle convoy maneuvers, and fixed/tilt-rotor drop zone training.

66 Joint Region Marinas, Mariana Island Range Complex (MIRC) briefing slide, on file with the author.
69 Joint Region Marinas, Mariana Island Range Complex (MIRC) briefing, on file with author.
U.S. Air Force Forces and Infrastructure on Guam

Andersen Air Force Base on the northern tip of Guam (Figure 2) operates a major airfield that is a potential hub for the Air Force’s Agile Combat Employment (ACE) concept. According to INDOPACOM, the concept “focuses on the ability to move aircraft rapidly to a network of smaller airfields in the Western Pacific to avoid being targeted by Chinese missiles in the event of war.” North of Andersen Air Force Base’s primary airfield, the Air Force also maintains an austere airfield, known as the Northwest Field, which was built during World War II. Northwest Field is currently used for training, but the Air Force has plans to develop it to provide more capacity for high-volume operations to include fighter, tanker, and cargo aircraft.

The 36th Wing serves as the host unit at Andersen Air Force Base. The wing has no permanent Air Force aircraft, rather, its mission is to equip and integrate joint airpower and logistics within INDOPACOM. Permanent air assets based at Andersen Air Force Base include Navy unmanned reconnaissance aircraft (e.g., MQ-4 and RQ-4 Global Hawks) and Navy helicopters (MH-60S Seahawks). The 36th Wing hosts a frequent rotational tanker task force (composed of units operating KC-135s) and rotational bomber task forces (composed of B-1 and B-52 units). By capacity, Andersen Air Force Base has more fuel and munitions storage than any other Air Force base. An upgraded pipeline system can provide aircraft with more than 4 million gallons of jet fuel per day (enough fuel to supply more than 100 tanker aircraft sorties). The Air Force expects rotational and transient aircraft and units to bring all the supplies and personnel needed for their operations.

An Air Force official told CRS that Guam’s strategic importance requires infrastructure improvements to support growing demands placed on Andersen Air Force Base. A written statement provided to CRS by the Air Force Office of Legislative Affairs expressed concern about current readiness at Andersen, stating Andersen Air Force Base is “not equipped with the material and personnel necessary to be an effective hub.”

Also on Andersen Air Force Base, the U.S. Space Force maintains the Guam Tracking Station, operated by the 21st Space Operations Squadron, Detachment 2. This unit is part of the Air Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN), which provides support to military operations.78

73 Based on CRS email correspondence with Air Force officials, September 12, 2022, on file with the author.
74 Ibid.
76 Based on CRS email correspondence with Air Force officials, September 12, 2022, on file with the author.
77 Ibid.
U.S. Army Forces on Guam

Permanent U.S. Army presence on Guam consist of two organizations, an active-duty Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) battery and the Guam Army National Guard. As missile defense plans for Guam continue to evolve, assigning additional Army forces to Guam could become an option.

The Army deployed a THAAD battery to Guam in 2013. The THAAD anti-missile defense system is designed to shoot down short-, medium-, and intermediate-range ballistic missiles by intercepting them in their final phase of flight. The Army operates the THAAD battery on Guam under the command of Task Force Talon. The THAAD unit was previously based at Andersen Air Force base, but was later moved to a nearby U.S. military site known as Finegayan South because, a former JRM commander reportedly said, the new location made the system more effective.

Air and Missile Defense Systems on Guam

Both the PRC and North Korea have nuclear weapons and missiles capable of reaching Guam (see Figure 5). Some observers assess that the island is vulnerable to attack because it is not well protected against ballistic, cruise, or hypersonic missiles. Michelle Atkinson, MDA’s director for operations, said in March 2023: “Current forces are capable of defending Guam against today’s North Korean ballistic missile threats. However, the regional threat to Guam, including those from PRC, continues to rapidly evolve.”

---

79 Information in this section was derived from research prepared by Andrew Feickert, CRS Specialist in Military Ground Forces.
80 The THAAD procurement program is overseen by the DOD’s Missile Defense Agency (MDA) and the system is operated by the Army. See DOD transcript of MDA press briefing on FY2024 missile defense budget, March 14, 2023, at https://www.defense.gov/News/Transcripts/Transcript/Article/3328637/missile-defense-agency-officials-hold-a-press-briefing-on-president-bidens-fisc/
81 For more about the role of the Army and Marine Corps ground forces in the Pacific, see pp. 8-9 of CRS Report R47096.
Currently, the U.S. military’s missile defense capabilities for Guam include the THAAD antimissile defense system.\(^8\) The Army THAAD battery on Guam is manned by about 100 soldiers and consists of six launchers each with eight interceptor missiles.\(^9\) The U.S. Navy provides additional missile defense capability for Guam on an as-needed basis through its deployment in the region of warships equipped with the Aegis missile defense system, which is designed to intercept incoming missile threats during their midcourse or terminal phases of flight.\(^9\) The THAAD and Aegis systems are not currently integrated and rely on separate sensors and command and control systems.

In October 2022, MDA said that Indo-Pacific Command issued new requirements to upgrade Guam’s missile defenses to include “360-degree coverage, and layered defense against regional ballistic, maneuvering ballistic, hypersonic glide, and cruise missile threats.”\(^9\)

Developing and implementing a missile defense system to protect the military servicemembers, infrastructure and U.S. residents on Guam from potential attack is a top priority for the INDOPACOM and MDA leadership.\(^9\) The INDOPACOM commander testified that “the Guam missile defense system remains the Indo-Pacific's Number One priority. That's based on the homeland defense mission that's most critical.”\(^9\)

The 2022 Missile Defense Review highlighted the importance of Guam:

“Within the context of homeland defense, an attack on Guam or any other U.S. territory by any adversary will be considered a direct attack on the United States and will be met with an appropriate response. Additionally, Guam is home to key regional power projection platforms and logistical nodes, and is an essential operating base for U.S. efforts to maintain a free and open Indo-Pacific region. The architecture for defense of the territory against missile attacks will therefore be commensurate with its unique status as both an unequivocal part of the United States as well as a vital regional location. Guam’s defense, which will include various active and passive missile capabilities, will contribute to the overall integrity of integrated deterrence and bolster U.S. operational strategy in the Indo-Pacific region.”\(^9\)

---


\(^9\) Vice Adm. John Aquilino, testifying before the Senate Armed Services Committee on April 20, 2023.

Figure 5. Ballistic Missile Threat in the Indo-Pacific Region

The Chinese People’s Liberation Army Rocket Force reportedly has an arsenal of more than 400 missiles capable of reaching Guam.


Notes: Ranges are intended to be notional and reflective of a broad threat environment. USAG = U.S. Army Garrison.

MDA is developing the Enhanced Integrated Air and Missile Defense (EIAMD) System for the defense of Guam. Current plans aim to have certain elements (outlined below) of the new missile defense system in place by the end of FY2024. Congress has funded MDA’s program and implemented numerous oversight measures to track its progress and effectiveness.
Enhanced Integrated Air and Missile Defense (EIAMD) System for Guam

The new missile defense architecture for Guam, according to MDA budget documents, is projected to demonstrate “initial capability” in 2024, followed by “enhanced capability” in 2029, and to continue to develop into the 2030s.95

The new system would involve a collaboration between MDA and the three military departments to create a system that relies on elements of the Army-operated THAAD missile systems, the Army’s PATRIOT missile defense system, and the Navy’s Aegis Weapons System and the Navy’s SM-3 and SM-6 missiles.96 The system would integrate use of the Navy’s Aegis weapon system’s fire control capability and the Army’s Integrated Battle Command System (IBCS), a command and control system that connects sensors and shooters on the battlefield.97 MDA officials say the system will include distributed MK-41 Vertical Launching Systems, Army Standard Missile Launchers, and an AN/TPY-6 (formerly AN/TPY-X) mobile radars.98 The Guam missile defense system is to be controlled by a Joint Command Center using the IBCS; the Aegis Guam System; and a Command and Control, Battle Management and Communications (C2BMC) mission node providing local continuity of operations.99 These systems rely in part on the network of satellites and space-based sensors maintained by the U.S. Space Force.100

The Senate Armed Services Committee noted in 2022 that the Guam missile defense plan “involves the acquisition and system integration of three separate service-related missile defense programs at multiple sites across the island against a complex array of missile related threats relying on constrained infrastructure on the island of Guam.”101

In July 2022, MDA issued a “Notice of Intent” to award a sole source contract to install the “Aegis Guam System” as early as 2024.102

On May 5, 2023, MDA published in the Federal Register a Notice of Intent to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to assess the potential environmental impacts and required mitigation associated with an EIAMD system for the defense of Guam.103 The EIS will evaluate


97 Ibid.

98 Ibid.


101 S.Rept. 117-130, p. 286.

102 General Services Administration, System for Award Management (SAM), Notice of Contract Opportunity, “Notice of Intent to Award Sole Source Aegis Guam Weapon System Engineering and Integration,” July 1, 2022, at https://sam.gov/opp/872785d477754f4b8f08b4a626a69911/view.

20 ground sites dispersed across the island for radars; sensors; missile launchers; missile interceptors; and command and control, battle management, and communications systems.104 Vice Adm. Jon Hill, director of MDA, testified on April 18, 2023, before the House Armed Services Committee:

Working with the services and the agencies, we are driving to meet INDOPACOM’s requirement for a persistent 360 degrees layered defense, that capability on Guam against simultaneous raids of cruise, ballistic, maneuvering, and hypersonic threats.105 “Our total focus right now is on establishing the sites. We know what they are. We've done the early environmental work there. And as you mentioned, at the end of '24, our intent is to have the first radar, an engineering version of the command and control suite, and — and a launcher system so that we can test in the environment, you know, just beyond signals and checkouts and those sorts of things. So, we'll be on island with capability at the end of '24.106

**Figure 6. Projected Timeline for Guam Missile Defense Program**

![Projected Timeline for Guam Missile Defense Program](source)


### Oversight of Guam Missile Defense Programs

In the Department of Defense Appropriations Act for FY2023 (P.L. 117-328), Congress directed MDA to provide quarterly updates to the congressional defense committees on the status of the Guam missile defense program.107 In the James M. Inhofe National Defense Authorization Act

---


106 Ibid.

107 According to the Joint Explanatory Statement accompanying the FY2023 DOD Appropriations Act, “The update (continued...)”
(NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2023 (P.L. 117-263), Congress directed DOD to contract with a federally funded research and development center to conduct an independent assessment of the proposed architecture capability, and the military personnel and infrastructure needed for the Guam missile defense project. The 2023 NDAA also directed DOD to appoint of a senior military official to oversee the coordination of designing the architecture of the missile defense system for defending Guam; oversee development of an integrated missile defense acquisition strategy for the missile defense of Guam; ensure the military department and defense agency budgets are appropriate for the strategy; site the integrated missile defense system; and oversee long-term acquisition and sustainment. The 2023 NDAA directed the Secretary of Defense to set a goal to “rapidly procure and field up to three vertical launching systems that can accommodate planned interceptors operated by the Navy” on a timeline of “not later than December 31, 2023.”

### Table 2. U.S. Missile Defense Agency Budget for Defense of Guam Program

(Dollars in millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2023</th>
<th>2024</th>
<th>2025</th>
<th>2026</th>
<th>2027</th>
<th>2028</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RDT&amp;E</td>
<td>110.6</td>
<td>393.2</td>
<td>397.6</td>
<td>291.3</td>
<td>272.2</td>
<td>238.8</td>
<td>232.1</td>
<td>1,935.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>169.6</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>367.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILCON</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>438.0</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>438.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>190.6</td>
<td>419.7</td>
<td>567.2</td>
<td>815.0</td>
<td>277.5</td>
<td>238.8</td>
<td>232.1</td>
<td>2,740.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Notes:** RDT&E refers to Research, Development, Test and Evaluation accounts and MILCON refers to Military Construction accounts. Budget data for FY2024 reflects the 2024 President’s Budget Request. Budget data for 2025 to 2028 reflect the Future Years Defense Program (FYDP). MDA budget documents indicated that costs for RDT&E related to the Guam Missile Defense system will continue beyond FY2028.

shall include: the status of environmental impact statements and site surveys required to support placement of weapons systems supporting the Defense of Guam, the upgrades to Guam’s infrastructure required to support the mission, acquisition schedules of anticipated weapons systems and corresponding deployment schedules of such systems, manning requirements for the Defense of Guam mission, and obligation and expenditure data on all funding related to the Defense of Guam. These updates shall be provided at an unclassified and classified level as required.” See Department of Defense Appropriations Act, 2023, Division C, page 6, available at https://www.appropriations.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Division%20C%20-%20Defense%20Statement%20FY23.pdf#page=6.

108 P.L. 117-263 §1660(a).
109 P.L. 117-263 §1660(b).
110 P.L. 117-263 §1660(c)(1).
Effectiveness of Missile Defense Systems

Scientists and defense experts debate the effectiveness of U.S. missile defense technology.111 An MDA report shows an 82% success rate for missile defense system tests.112 However, some government audits and outside analysts have raised concerns about the quality and quantity of MDA testing programs.113 In the event of a conflict, some analysts speculate that the PRC military may be able to achieve at least 25% penetration rates against missile defenses.114 In the annual U.S. Missile Defense Review, DOD stated that the national security strategy does not rely on missile defense systems as the primary means to address missile threats from Russia and China; the report notes that instead, the United States “will continue to rely on strategic deterrence — underwritten by a safe, secure, and effective nuclear arsenal — to address and deter large intercontinental-range, nuclear-capable missile threats to the homeland from the People’s Republic of China and Russia.”115

Missile defense effectiveness in a real-world conflict would depend on numerous factors. For example, an adversary’s ability to deploy a large arsenal of missiles and fire multiple missiles simultaneously increases the likelihood of penetrating a missile defense system.116 The type of incoming missile and its underlying technology can increase or decrease its ability to evade defensive measures.117 Additionally, if a missile defense system is able to fire more than one interceptor missile at an incoming missile, the likelihood of successful defense is greater.118 The limited quantity of interceptor missiles available to current missile defense system architectures could be a factor in an attack from an adversary capable of firing numerous missiles, according to a 2021 report from the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) about U.S. missile defenses for


118 The Center for Arms Control and Non-proliferation estimates that interceptor missiles for Ground-Based Midcourse Defense (GMD) system that the United States’ anti-ballistic missile system uses for intercepting incoming warheads in space has been effective 55% of the time in highly-scripted tests. To reach a confidence level of at least 90%, three interceptors would need to be fired at a single warhead. See https://armscontrolcenter.org/issues/missile-defense/gmd-frequently-asked-questions/.
countering land attack cruise missiles (LACMs).\textsuperscript{119} The CBO noted that its analysis was based on missile defense architectures that included eight missile-interceptor missiles per site. “Adversaries other than nonstate groups would probably have access to more missiles and might be able to overwhelm CBO’s notional defenses,” the CBO report concluded.\textsuperscript{120} The U.S. may consider investing in additional interceptor missile capability. In this regard, the CBO noted: “[D]ecisionmakers would need to consider whether the cost of a wide-area cruise missile defense was proportionate to the overall risk posed by LACMs.”\textsuperscript{121}

The 2022 Missile Defense Review, published by the White House as part of the National Defense Strategy, stated: “The evolution of offensive air and missile threat has accelerated greatly since the United States began developing its first ballistic missile defense system over fifty years ago. This trend represents a growing national security challenge expected to multiply in scope and complexity in the coming decade.”\textsuperscript{122}

**Civilian Infrastructure**

The readiness of U.S. military personnel and facilities on Guam are linked in numerous ways to the civilian-owned and -operated infrastructure outside of military installations. The U.S. military facilities on the island rely on the civilian-run electrical grid, which is powered by aging infrastructure and sometimes experiences rolling power outages.\textsuperscript{123} Guam’s infrastructure that provides drinking water and wastewater treatment has required improvements in recent years and may not be sufficient to handle additional military and civilian population growth on the island.\textsuperscript{124} Guam has a housing shortage that may affect military personnel seeking to live off-base on the island.\textsuperscript{125} The island also faces a labor shortage—both U.S. military commanders and local elected officials in Guam have stated the need to bring in more temporary foreign workers for the current and future demand for military and civilian construction projects. The sections below describe these issues in greater detail.

\textsuperscript{120} Ibid, p. 40.
\textsuperscript{121} Ibid, p. 2.
Electrical Infrastructure

The Guam Power Authority (GPA) operates the island’s primary electrical grid. The U.S. military accounts for about 20% of electricity use on Guam. While DOD has some military-owned and -operated electrical power capability on the island, GPA is the primary provider of electrical power for the U.S. military. The GPA’s 2022 Integrated Resource Plan concluded that GPA faces challenges in “keeping its aging, owned-plants reliable and in good working condition.” In March 2023, repair work on the electrical utility system prompted the GPA to warn the public and U.S. Navy about the possibility of rolling electrical outages.

For FY2023, Congress authorized $34.4 million in Military Construction funds for the Energy Resilience and Conservation Investment Program to build an electrical distribution system for Guam. The project’s plan includes underground cables connecting Polaris Point Submarine Base on Guam to the Navy-owned power plant at Orote Point. The project also includes emergency back-up power generation capabilities and a SCADA-control system to create a microgrid that can operate independently of the island’s larger electrical grid.

The Joint Explanatory Statement accompanying the FY2023 NDAA directed DOD to provide a briefing to the congressional defense committees on DOD plans for updating and expanding existing infrastructure on Guam to support U.S. forces and facilities. Specifically, the conferees stated that the report should include information about potential improvements to the island’s existing electrical grid and ways to improve energy resilience for DOD equipment and facilities; options to expedite the removal of unexploded ordnance; and possible improvements to roadways, the commercial airport, and the seaport.

Guam is also receiving money from other federal sources, including $6.3 million for energy infrastructure improvements via the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act.

The electrical infrastructure on Guam includes the Dandan solar farm, which opened in 2015. In 2022, an additional phase of the solar farm development was postponed when the Navy said it...
needed to use land previously designated for the solar farm as a location for new missile defense system sites.\footnote{137} Congress in 2022 authorized to the Department of the Interior to consider off-shore wind leases for Guam.\footnote{138} One challenge to widespread use of wind-generated power for Guam is the island’s risk for earthquakes and typhoons, which could make construction of reliable wind turbines difficult.\footnote{139}

The GPA has considered nuclear power options as a way to support Guam’s energy needs.\footnote{140} In 2012, the GPA entered into a memorandum of understanding with NuScale Power, LLC, a developer of nuclear power technology and small modular reactors, known as SMRs.\footnote{141} NuScale proposed a modular SMR with the reactors installed underground. NuScale prepared some basic conceptual design and cost information, but the development and deployment of SMRs has not progressed.\footnote{142} GPA has kept in contact with NuScale, which was a recipient of U.S. Department of Energy support for development of SMR technology.\footnote{143}

Some analysts have also suggested that Guam is a good candidate for the mobile nuclear microreactors that DOD is developing under “Project Pele.”\footnote{144}

Water Resources

The Guam Waterworks Authority, which oversees water treatment and wastewater removal systems, has sought funding for capital investments.\footnote{145} DOD’s construction of Marine Corps Base Camp Blaz required additional infrastructure to provide water services, including a $173 million expansion to a wastewater treatment facility, completed in 2022, and improvements to existing potable water wells, a 5-million-liter tank with water treatment buildings, and three generator


\footnotesize{140} The Senate-passed version of the FY2024 National Defense Authorization Act reportedly directs DOD to provide a briefing on the status of the development of nuclear microreactors and the potential for using modular microreactors to supplement power generation in Guam.

\footnotesize{141} Ibid., p. 20.


\footnotesize{143} Ibid., p. 148.


The military command for Joint Region Marianas issued a “Precautionary Boil Water Notice for Camp Blaz” in June 2023 after a typhoon caused infrastructure damage across the island; the “boil water” notice reflected concerns about potential contamination to the drinking water supply. Water management has been a subject of cooperation between DOD and Guam’s civilian officials.

### Housing

Guam faces a housing shortage due to a combination of limited space on the island, an increase in U.S. military personnel assigned to the island, and high construction costs.

The total number of DOD personnel on the island—active and reserve servicemembers and civilian employees—has risen about 50% during the past seven years, from about 7,808 in September 2016 to about 11,647 in late 2022. The military population is likely to grow as the Marine Corps plans to garrison about 5,000 additional Marines (along with their dependents) on the island, and the U.S. military’s missile defense system under development will likely require additional personnel to operate.

According to a 2020 Housing Needs Assessment Study commissioned by the Guam Housing and Urban Renewal Authority, the island had about 55,562 housing units in 2019 and would need an additional 6,650 housing units by 2025 to meet pent-up demand and projected population increases. Guam’s population is expected to reach 196,334 persons in 2040, an increase of 17.8% over 2019.

Local officials say Guam has a labor shortage that drives up construction costs, which in turn contributes to the housing shortage. While some development companies have sought to bring temporary workers to Guam using H-2B visas, those workers need housing, contributing to the shortage, which one real estate agent in Guam described as “a Catch-22.”

In January 2023, Joint Region Marianas announced a policy requiring military families at Naval Base Guam to live on base if family housing is available. The JRM commander reportedly said

---


150 DOD, Defense Manpower Data Center, Military and Civilian Personnel by Service/Agency by State/Country (Updated Quarterly); see reports from September 2016 and also September 2022 and December 2022. Reports are available at https://dwp.dmdc.osd.mil/dwp/app/dod-data-reports/workforce-reports.


152 Ibid.


154 Dana Williams, “Naval Base Guam will require incoming families to live on base if housing available,” Pacific (continued...)
the policy aims to “to maximize the use of on-base military family housing and minimize any real or perceived market pressurization created by the military’s need for off-base family housing.”

Foreign Temporary Workers

Military leaders have cited concerns about the ability of Guam’s finite workforce to carry out DOD’s military construction plans, and have asked Congress to change U.S. immigration policies to allow for more temporary workers to support construction projects on the island. Admiral John Aquilino, INDO PACOM Commander, testified to the House Armed Services Committee on April 18, 2023: “Without the ability to get workers, which are mostly from the Philippines ... It would delay the implementation and push us back years.” Vice Admiral Jon Hill, director of MDA, said visa policies may impact the timeline for Guam’s missile defense program and stated to the House Armed Services Committee that “once we get to military construction in the ’25 timeframe, there will be an impact if we don't come through the visa issue.”

Congress has taken temporary measures to address these concerns by expanding the number of H-2B nonimmigrant (temporary) visas for nonagricultural workers in Guam. There are about 4,000 H-2B workers in Guam.

The H-2B visa program allows foreign workers to enter the United States for a period of time to perform temporary work. A prospective H-2B employer must establish that its need for the worker is temporary and will end in the near, definable future. Generally, that period of need—and the H-2B worker’s period of admission—will be limited to a maximum of one year. An H-2B worker’s stay may be extended for additional periods if the worker secures other qualifying employment, up to a maximum total stay of three years.

H-2B visas are subject to a statutory annual cap of 66,000 across the United States. For Guam, however, Congress has authorized an exception from the H-2B cap for foreign nationals performing work on Guam as H-2B workers until December 31, 2029.

A second exception for Guam and the CNMI concerns the H-2B visa’s temporary need requirement. The exception provides that a foreign national who seeks admission to Guam as an H-2B worker to perform specified types of work may be admitted for a period of up to three years (notwithstanding the H-2B visa’s temporary need requirement that otherwise limits such workers for admission up to one year). Among the specified types of work is

service or labor ... pursuant to any agreement entered into by a prime contractor or subcontractor calling for services or labor required for performance of a contract or


This exception is a temporary provision that currently applies to H-2B workers who are admitted in to the United States before December 31, 2024. The possible extension of this provision has been the subject of debate in Congress. In 2022, the provision granting this exception was set to expire on December 31, 2023. The draft of the James M. Inhofe National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year 2023 (S. 4543), as reported by the Senate Armed Services Committee, contained a provision (§1047) to extend this exception for six additional years, until December 31, 2029. The House-passed version of the NDAA for FY2023 (H.R. 7900) did not include this language. The enacted version of the FY2023 NDAA (P.L. 117-263) contained a provision (§5901) that extended this exception for one year.162

Admiral Aquilino, the INDOPACOM commander, stated in his testimony said he supported “extending the H-2B visas through ’29.”163

The governor of Guam, Lourdes Leon Guerrero, testified before Congress stating her support for the extension and expansion of H-2B visa exemptions for Guam.164 Governor Guerrero has said a priority for her administration is addressing the labor shortage, which she said is driving up construction costs for nonmilitary projects.165 In one example of the effect of labor shortages and construction costs, in March 2023 the Guam Power Authority canceled a planned new 41-megawatt diesel power plant, citing rising construction costs as the primary reason.166

Environmental Concerns

Guam’s location creates risk for extreme weather events and the related potential for climate change to damage the island’s infrastructure.167 The island is vulnerable to typhoons, which can disrupt routine activities on the island. For example, in May 2023, Typhoon Mawar resulted in electrical power and water outages on military installations; debris-covered airfields; and flooding in homes across the island.168

---

Rising sea levels in the Pacific may pose some risk to coastal infrastructure in the form of flooding or erosion.\textsuperscript{169} Rising sea temperatures may affect the health of the coral reefs surrounding Guam, which have provided some protection from waves and storm damage.\textsuperscript{170} Damage to the coral reefs may also reduce the availability of freshwater on the island.\textsuperscript{171}

### Infrastructure Development and U.S. Military Access in the Western Pacific

The U.S. military strategy in the Indo-Pacific region includes the use of numerous locations where the U.S. maintains ownership or access to sites for military use. Some military leaders describe a “hub-and-spoke strategy” in which Guam is the hub that supports the U.S. military’s ability to potentially operate from more austere or temporary facilities across the region.\textsuperscript{172} Some of those locations may include:

#### Tinian

The U.S. military is investing in military infrastructure for the island of Tinian, a small volcanic formation about 100 miles north of Guam that is part of CNMI and JRM. Tinian is about 10 miles long and has a local population of about 3,100 people.\textsuperscript{173} In 2019, DOD signed a 40-year lease to build a “divert airfield” that could provide an emergency alternative to Andersen Air Force Base.\textsuperscript{174} U.S. Pacific Air Forces report the airfield on the island would “provide strategic operational and exercise capabilities.”\textsuperscript{175} The $162 million project for airfield development and a tarmac for parking aircraft has an expected completion date of October 2025.\textsuperscript{176} Plans for port and roadway improvements are also underway.\textsuperscript{177} The airfield would be primarily intended for tanker and mobility aircraft.\textsuperscript{178} Also on Tinian, the Navy and Marine Corps are building a facility to train for operating in austere conditions. The area is currently used for training on emergency evacuation, reconnaissance, special warfare, and recovery of aircraft and personnel.\textsuperscript{179}


\textsuperscript{171} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{173} U.S. Census Bureau, Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, at https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/sis/2020census/2020-resources/island-areas/cnmi/understanding-the-pop-cnmi.html.


\textsuperscript{175} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{177} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{179} Joint Region Marianas, Mariana Island Range Complex (MIRC) briefing, on file with author.
Aleutian Islands

Alaska’s Aleutian Islands are a chain of small islands in the northern Pacific about 1,000 miles west of Anchorage—closer to Russia than to mainland Alaska. The island chain includes large radar facilities that support U.S. missile defense systems. Military facilities on the islands include World War II-era infrastructure that supported bomber and reconnaissance aircraft. The U.S. Air Force maintains a facility there known as Eareckson Air Station, which includes a 10,000-foot runway. While there are no servicemembers stationed full-time there, airmen from Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson manage a team of DOD contractors at Eareckson Air Station.

U.S. Pacific Remote Island Area (PRIA)

U.S. possessions in the Pacific include seven small islands without permanent populations, collectively known as the U.S. Pacific Remote Island Area (PRIA). This includes Baker Island, Howland Island, Jarvis Island, Johnston Atoll, Kingman Reef, Palmyra Atoll, and Wake Island. Wake Island has an airfield but has no ports (because of its reefs, anchorage areas for large ships are limited).

Palau

An archipelago of islands southwest of Guam and east of the Philippines, Palau is part of the Compacts of Free Association. The compact agreement commits the U.S. to defend Palau and allows citizens of Palau to serve in the U.S. military. The Pentagon has designated Palau as the possible site of a new military base and plans to build a $118.4 million tactical radar system for Palau.

Federated States of Micronesia

Located between Guam and the Philippines, the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) is part of the Compacts of Free Association. The FSM reportedly has agreed to development of new U.S. military facilities.

---

183 Ibid.
186 For more information about the Compacts of Free Association, see CRS In Focus IF12194, The Compacts of Free Association, by Thomas Lum.
189 For more information about the Compacts of Free Association, see CRS In Focus IF12194, The Compacts of Free Association, by Thomas Lum.
190 Reuters, “With China looming, U.S. signs assistance deal with Micronesia,” February 10, 2023, at (continued...)
**Marshall Islands**

The Marshall Islands, a collection of atolls and islands east of Guam, is part of the Compacts of Free Association. The Marshall Islands includes the U.S. Army Garrison at Kwajalein Atoll, the location of the Ronald Reagan Ballistic Missile Defense Test Site. In January 2023, the U.S. signed a new memorandum of understanding with the Marshall Islands.

**Midway**

Midway Islands is a U.S. territory located east of Guam. A coral atoll that is part of the Hawaiian archipelago, Midway Islands consists of two main islands and has a total land area of 2.4 square miles. The U.S. Navy operated an air facility on Midway until the facility closed in 1993. The military infrastructure on the island that once supported air and naval operations and a population of about 5,000 have deteriorated over time.

During World War II, the U.S. Navy and Army Air Corps conducted military operations on the Midway Islands during World War II; it was the site of a major battle between the United States and Japan. The islands were used as an air base and a submarine base.

During the Vietnam War, Midway was an aircraft and ship refueling station and supported the operation and maintenance of undersea cables used to detect the sounds of submarines in the Pacific Ocean.

---


191 For more information about the Compacts of Free Association, see CRS In Focus IF12194, The Compacts of Free Association, by Thomas Lum.


194 Encyclopedia Britannica, Midway Islands, updated June 12, 2023, at https://www.britannica.com/place/Midway-Islands.


196 Ibid. p. 32


Runways on the island continue to be used for emergency landings for military and civilian aircraft.\textsuperscript{200} The island is under the jurisdiction and control of the Fish and Wildlife Service of the U.S. Department of the Interior as part of the National Wildlife Refuge system.\textsuperscript{201}

\textbf{American Samoa}

American Samoa is an unincorporated U.S. territory represented in the House of Representatives by an elected Delegate. American Samoa consists of five islands, has a population of about 44,000 and is about 86 square miles.\textsuperscript{202} The local government’s Department of Port Administration oversees several airports and harbors.\textsuperscript{203} U.S. military officials and local elected officials in Guam have discussed the possibility of stationing U.S. troops on Samoa.\textsuperscript{204}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{201} National Park Service, World War II Facilities at Midway, at https://www.nps.gov/articles/world-war-ii-facilities-at-midway.htm.
\textsuperscript{203} American Samoan Government, Department of Port Administration, at https://portadministration.as.gov/about-us/port-overview
\end{flushright}
Figure 7. Potential Locations for U.S. Military Operations in the Western Pacific

Map includes U.S. territories and allied countries where the U.S. maintains access agreements for potential military operations.

Issues for Congress

Congress faces numerous challenges and unresolved issues related to Guam and its role in U.S. national security strategy. Those challenges and issues include the following:

- What is the role of Guam within the broader U.S. national security strategy and military strategy in the Indo-Pacific Region?
- To what extent is Guam vulnerable to attack in the current environment and in the future?
- How might Congress seek to further fund, expedite, oversee or otherwise support the Guam missile defense program?
In addition to the Guam missile defense system, what are Congress’s options to support the defense of Guam and the resiliency of military infrastructure there?

What is the optimal disposition of operational forces and military personnel within the limited space available on Guam?

What is the optimal configuration of military infrastructure on Guam within the limited space available?

Should Congress consider providing direct support for civilian infrastructure on Guam as a component of military readiness?

Does climate change pose risks for military operations and infrastructure on Guam?

How might U.S. immigration policy related to Guam support military readiness on the island?

Is the current joint-basing structure for Joint Region Marianas supporting optimal military readiness?

How might Congress support and ensure positive civil-military relationships between DOD and the U.S. citizens who live on Guam?

The sections below provide some discussion of these questions and the issues they raise. The potential issues for Congress concerning Guam are not necessarily limited to those discussed below.

**Defense of Guam**

Congress may consider Guam’s potential vulnerability as a target when making decisions about how to fund and execute infrastructure projects and missile defense systems on the island. In the event of a conflict with the PRC, Guam could be subject to missile attack, which the PRC may view as a strategy to deny the U.S. military use of land-based aircraft in the western Pacific.\(^{205}\) The Chinese People’s Liberation Army Rocket Force reportedly has an arsenal of more than 400 missiles capable of reaching Guam.\(^{206}\) In September 2020, the Chinese Air Force released a propaganda video that appeared to show a PRC bomber striking Andersen Air Force Base.\(^{207}\) A team of defense analysts at the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) developed a war game involving a hypothetical Chinese amphibious invasion of Taiwan and ran it 24 times to evaluate various scenarios that such a conflict might involve.\(^{208}\) The team reported in January 2023 that the result included a PRC attack on Andersen Air Force Base in all 24 iterations.\(^{209}\)

---


\(^{209}\) Ibid.
Guam is also within range of North Korean missiles.\(^{210}\) In 2017, North Korea made an explicit threat to strike Andersen Air Force Base.\(^{211}\)

In light of Guam’s vulnerabilities, Congress may also consider issues related to resiliency of the military infrastructure on the island, and DOD’s ability to restore basic military functions and routine operations in the event of a crisis, which could include a direct attack, a cyber-attack, a terrorist attack or an extreme weather event.

The section below outlines selected issues related to the defense of Guam in more detail.

**Vulnerability assessments**

Congress may consider whether or not to seek additional assessments of Guam’s vulnerability to adversary threats. Options for pursuing further assessments could include requesting a report from DOD, requesting a National Intelligence Estimate from the intelligence community, or directing the Government Accountability Office to conduct an assessment of the current intelligence regarding Chinese or North Korean missile capabilities and intents compared to the effectiveness of current and future missile defense and air defense systems on the island.

Congress may consider including in such a request or requests some evaluation of the resiliency of the island’s military infrastructure.

**Additional support for oversight of missile defense programs**

Concerns about Guam’s vulnerability to missile attack may lead Congress to consider providing additional support for the Guam missile defense program. One option could include funding the additional $147 million for the Defense of Guam program listed in INDOPACOM’s 2024 Unfunded Priorities List.\(^{212}\) Congress could also consider whether or not to legislate changes to immigration policies related to the H-2B visas that senior military leaders have cited as a potential barrier to military readiness on Guam (see section below on “Immigration policies”).

Concerns about Guam missile defense program, which is not adhering to the traditional timelines of major program development. Adm. Jon Hill, MDA Director, said in March 2023 that his view of the program does not involve a specific date for declaring “Initial Operating Capability” (IOC), which is a key milestone in most defense projects. Instead, the program will follow “an incremental path,” the director said.\(^{213}\) “There is no end state. … If you ask me what the IOC is, I’ll look at you and say

---

\(^{210}\) The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea has tested intercontinental ballistic missiles, intermediate range ballistic missiles, and medium-range ballistic missiles that are likely capable of reaching Guam. See the Military Balance 2022, The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS), p. 280.


there is no IOC because we’re going to deliver capability as it’s ready and we’re going to continue to build it out,” Hill said.

In the Joint Explanatory Statement accompanying the DOD Appropriations Act for FY2023, Congress directed MDA to provide quarterly updates to the congressional defense committees on the status of the Guam missile defense program. The 2023 NDAA directed DOD to appoint a single senior military official to oversee the project. Congress may identify additional oversight opportunities in the process of reviewing those reports or engaging directly with the senior military official overseeing the project.

Potential alternative defense measures

In addition to the missile defense program, Congress may consider whether or not to pursue alternative passive defenses to protect military infrastructure. For example, Congress may consider providing Military Construction funding for construction of concrete, or “hardened,” air shelters for aircraft on Guam to increase the likelihood that U.S. aircraft could survive an attack. Guam currently has no hardened air shelter structures. Some analysts say that passive air defenses such as concrete shelters may lack strong advocates in the military services, Congress, and the defense industry, and as a result may be overlooked in favor of active defenses. A 2023 CSIS report stated: “Concrete (hardening) lacks influential constituencies within military bureaucracies, but the large benefit justifies a strong effort. Although [hardened air shelters] do not provide complete protection, they require China to expend more missiles to destroy each aircraft. If every aircraft were in a shelter, China would be unable to use missiles with submunitions that destroy several aircraft each.”

Congress may consider exploring options to fund additional resiliency capabilities that could help a military installation maintain or rapidly reestablish operations in the event of an attack or natural disaster. In addition to hardened air shelters for aircraft, this could include rapid runway repair or port repair capabilities, mobile air control centers, and portable fuel storage tankers. Congress may consider funding Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation programs or Procurement programs to optimize passive defenses.

Congress may also consider whether to scale back plans for investing in infrastructure on Guam and to distribute some of those resources in other Indo-Pacific region locations that are less vulnerable to direct attack. Some of those potential locations are outlined in the section above on “Infrastructure Development and U.S. Military Access in the Western Pacific.” Such a shift could involve a military strategy of increased reliance on naval aviation and aircraft carriers, Marine

---


215 P.L. 117-263 §1660.

216 Military professionals make distinctions between “active defenses,” which involve intercepting or destroying an incoming attacker or weapon, and “passive defenses” which are solely designed to resist in place or minimize the effects of an attack against a specified area.

217 CRS correspondence with Pacific Air Forces, June 27, 2023, on file with author.


Littoral Regiments, and Air Force airlift capabilities to redistribute munitions and others supplies to other U.S.-controlled locations.

**Force posture and readiness on Guam**

Congress may evaluate military force posture on Guam and consider providing direction to DOD on the disposition of military personnel, units, and infrastructure on the island. Space on the island of Guam is limited, which forces the U.S. national security community to make careful decisions about land usage. Guam’s unique geography in comparatively close proximity to the potential zones of conflict in the INDOPACOM region—for example, Taiwan, the South China Sea or the Korean peninsula—makes force posture questions especially complex. When compared to stationing military units in Hawaii or the west coast of the United States, the decision to position more military personnel and capabilities on Guam can improve response times and military effectiveness in the event of a conflict, but it may also place them at greater risk of attack, degradation, or destruction. Moreover, in the absence of a direct conflict, U.S. decisions about the placement of military forces on Guam can have diplomatic or geopolitical effects. For example, a concentration of forces could be provocative to potential adversaries in the region, or a concentration of forces could create a deterrent effect.

**Operational Forces**

Congress may consider whether or not to exercise its oversight over Air Force and Navy decisions regarding the deployment of major military assets on the island of Guam. In the context of space on Guam being limited, Congress may seek information or provide direction on matters such as:

- Air Force decisions about whether to deploy—either permanently or in rotation—bomber or fighter aircraft on the island.
- Navy decisions regarding the submarine fleet based on the island, specifically the number and type of submarines that constitute the optimal fleet for homeporting on Guam.
- Marine Corps decisions regarding the optimal size of the Marine force garrisoned on Guam and how to disperse Marines across the Indo-Pacific region that also includes Hawaii, Alaska, and other locations.
- Current and future homeporting decisions about Navy surface ships that may support Marine Corps operations, to include the future fleet of Landing Ship Mediums.

Congress may also seek information from or provide direction to the State Department and DOD regarding the use of Guam as a site for hosting allied or partner forces such as those from Singapore, Japan, or Australia. In considering those force posture questions, Congress may seek input from the State Department or Intelligence Community about how potential adversaries may perceive any such additions or reductions, and the potential effect on the geopolitical environment.

**Military Infrastructure**

In authorizing and appropriating the annual Military Construction budget, Congress has a direct role in decisions about military infrastructure investments. Congress may consider whether or not to expedite or postpone potential plans to:
• Invest in naval infrastructure in Apra Harbor to support additional surface ship and submarine operations. Investments could include additional ship repair facilities, such as a dry dock.
• Invest in the Northwest Airfield adjacent to Andersen Air Force base to support additional aviation operations.
• Invest in added capacity at the naval hospital on Guam, which could provide critical care for wounded servicemembers in the event of a conflict in the western Pacific.
• Invest in additional military housing to support a surge of personnel that may be needed in the event of a conflict.
• Invest in additional fuel storage capacity for Guam (especially in light of the closure of the Red Hill Bulk Fuel Storage Facility in Hawaii).

Congress may consider seeking a report or evaluation of the resiliency of the infrastructure on Guam in light of the known military capabilities of potential adversaries in the region, or of DOD’s plans for rapidly rebuilding or restoring essential military functions if major facilities are damaged in an attack.

Civilian infrastructure
Congress may consider whether or not to appropriate funding or otherwise support investment in critical infrastructure outside of military installations on Guam in an effort to enhance readiness and the resilience of the military facilities on the island. Congress would have numerous options for supporting Guam’s civilian infrastructure. These options could include addressing weaknesses in the electrical system, the systems that provide drinking water and storm water management, the transportation infrastructure (e.g., roads or the civilian airport), and efforts to mitigate the risks related to extreme weather or climate change. Options for Congress may include:

• Providing funding or support to Guam through the Economic Adjustment Committee (EAC), which is comprised of 22 Federal departments and agencies at the Cabinet level, to coordinate funding from other government agencies. Guam has received $186 million in infrastructure investments outside military installations through the EAC in recent years.
• Authorizing and appropriating Military Construction funds under 10 U.S.C. § 2815, which allows for funding and execution of projects outside military installations if the projects support the military mission of an installation.
• Authorizing and appropriating funding for DOD to bolster existing or administer new grant programs for Guam; for example, through the Defense Community Infrastructure Pilot (DCIP) program, or other grant programs.
• Directing DOD to work with the territorial government in Guam to identify and prioritize infrastructure projects for funding.

222 For more in the Military Construction program, see CRS Report R44710, Military Construction: Authorities and Processes, by Andrew Tilghman.
• Convene oversight hearings to receive testimony from stakeholders and gather information to support other legislative strategies to support Guam’s infrastructure.

Housing

Congress may consider measures to support expanding housing options in Guam. Housing affects military morale and readiness when servicemembers’ need exceeds current on-base capacity, or when DOD needs to bring in an influx of military contractors to support emerging missions. This need may grow over time if the military population expands. Guam may also need housing to support the temporary labor force that senior military officials say is needed to execute the military construction plans for the next few years. Ensuring a supply of available and affordable housing could reduce strain on the relationship between the people of Guam and the military community by reducing the risk that locals will blame the military for a housing shortage or for rising housing costs.

Congress may consider whether or not to pursue measures that support or expand housing development on Guam. Such options may include:

• Providing funding and direction for traditional Military Construction funds in the annual defense budget to build additional on-base housing for servicemembers.

• Providing funding and direction to DOD to initiate development through the Military Housing Privatization Initiative, which involves partnerships with private housing companies.

• Providing funding and direction to DOD to execute projects under existing authorizations that allow the Secretary of Defense to provide investment capital, direct loans, loan guarantees or rental agreements to incentivize the private housing market to create housing suitable for servicemembers or residents of Guam.

• Providing funding and direction to DOD to work with the Department of Housing and Urban Development to identify options for housing support on Guam.

• Providing funding and direction to DOD to provide competitive grant programs for housing on Guam through the Office of Local Defense Community Cooperation (OLDCC).

• Directing DOD to commission a federally funded research and development center or other third-party research organization to evaluate the housing needs of military servicemembers on Guam and their impact on the housing market on Guam. Additional policy considerations related to Guam

---


224 CRS In Focus IF12287, Military Privatized Housing: Status of Legislative Reforms, by Andrew Tilghman.

225 See authorizations under 10 U.S.C. §§ 2873, 2875, and 2876.

226 For more on OLDCC, see https://oldcc.gov/.
Joint basing structure

Congress may consider whether to assess the effectiveness of the current joint basing structure for Joint Region Marianas. Some Air Force officials have expressed concern about the JRM command’s allocation of resources and have stated that readiness of Air Force facilities has suffered due in part to resource allocation decisions made by the Navy-led command’s leadership.\(^{227}\) Certain components of the original joint basing agreement were renegotiated in 2021 to give the Air Force more authority over certain base operations at Andersen Air Force Base. Congress may seek to exercise oversight measures such as convening hearings about infrastructure spending on Guam or directing the Secretary of Defense or the Government Accountability Office to provide an assessment regarding the effectiveness of the joint basing structure. Congress may also consider the option of funding infrastructure projects for Guam through an alternative to the MILCON processes, by appropriating funding directly for Guam using Contingency Construction under 10 U.S.C. §2804. This authority contains unique planning and approval mechanisms that include the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Immigration policies

Congress may consider whether or not to revise immigration policies related to Guam or extend existing exemptions related to Guam in an effort to increase the labor force available for construction projects. Legislation could include an extension of the temporary provision in 48 U.S.C. §1806(b)(1)(B), which could provide for more temporary workers to support construction work in Guam.\(^{228}\) Congress may consider granting an extension of the temporary provision for several years into the future; such an extension could potentially encourage private-sector construction companies and their subcontractors to make longer-term investments in Guam and the construction programs on the island.

Congress may also consider directing the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services to evaluate the options for alternative immigration policies that could support DOD military construction program or Guam’s efforts to support the civilian housing and commercial construction programs. Some interagency collaboration with USCIS may exist under a Domestic Policy Council and the Task Force on New Americans created in 2021.\(^{229}\)

Land use on Guam

Land use is a reoccurring issue on Guam,\(^{230}\) and the latest in a series of DOD land-use studies is currently underway.\(^{231}\) The military’s use of land for certain activities on the island can create

---

\(^{227}\) Based on CRS correspondence with Air Force officials, September 12, 2022 on file with the author.

\(^{228}\) The exception in 48 U.S.C. §1806(b)(1)(B) concerns the H-2B visa’s temporary need requirement. The statute provides that foreign nationals seeking admission to Guam as an H-2B worker may be admitted for a period of up to three years (notwithstanding the H-2B visa’s temporary need requirement) for specified types of work that includes “labor required for performance of a contract or subcontract for construction, repairs, renovations, or facility services that is directly connected to, supporting, associated with, or adversely affected by the military realignment.”


\(^{231}\) Based on CRS correspondence with INDOPACOM official, May 3, 2023 on file with the author.
noise and other environmental concerns, and Guam officials have repeatedly requested DOD to turn over ownership of excess lands to the government of Guam.\footnote{232}{Pacific Island Times, “Guam seeks return of excess land currently under feds' control,” August 12, 2019, at https://www.pacificislandtimes.com/post/2019/08/13/guam-seeks-return-of-excess-land-currently-under-feds-control.}


Congress may consider exercising oversight of land-use management on Guam in an effort to reduce tensions over this issue. 
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